About the Piece
This piece is part of a larger, as-yet unnamed collection of works (conceived of as a "book") in which a common body of concerns and materials are being developed and interpenetrated by one another
throughout the course of composition. There are many allegories for this process and state of work; two examples which come readily to mind are the rhizomatic conception of Gilles Deleuze and Felix
Guattari and the incomprehensibly self-referential collage work of Ray Johnson. In both cases, the interconnected nature of the materials and subjects in question creates a condition in which these
relationships call into doubt, or even completely override, the notion of an object (in this case, a particular piece) as a discreet, autonomous, and bounded unit. Perhaps paradoxically, this state of being
seems to allow for pieces with a much wider range of durations than conventional wisdom would generally accommodate. This piece, although "short", is, in fact, a piece, in the same way that a Bach fugue
is a piece, in that it lasts as long as is necessary to fulfill itself. By extension, this means that it is not a miniature, a reduction, a condensation, or an otherwise atypical form of musical thought. It is a
piece: nothing more, nothing less.
Special thanks are owed to Timothy McCormack and Shanna Gutiérrez for their graciously given technical assistance during the process of composition.

Performance Notes
The indicated tempo admittedly sits at, and occasionally crosses over, the edge of performability,
particularly in the case of overlapping/interrupting rhythms (see below). While the numerical
value of the chosen tempo may itself be seen as being more negotiable than the fixity of the
provided indication may suggest, maintenance of the overall sensation of speed and compaction,
even in the face of preserving the wealth of dynamic and articulative detail present, is
absolutely crucial.
Beyond their purely rhythmic function, the use of overlaid tuplets acts as an illustration of the
simultaneous presence of multiple, colliding voices. This material may not always be playable
strictly as written, due to the onset of new material before the full rhythmic value of the preceding
has been exhausted. In such instances, the expression of the intrinsic nature of the elements
involved, as well as the state of collision/interruption within which they exist, is of primary
importance. Except for minor adjustments made in the case of such overlapping tuplets, rhythm is
spaced proportionally to duration.
In cases where a series of grace notes extend off of a "main" notehead, the figure is to
commence at indicated rhythmic point and to be executed as rapidly as possible;
there should be no audible difference between the "main" notehead and the
subsequent grace notes. The total duration of such figures will almost invariably
bleed into the subsequent rests, sometimes to the point that no such break between
the grace note figures and what follows will actually occur.

Quarter tone indications are used at the exclusion of three-quarter tone indications; eighth tones are
indicated by an arrow extending upwards or downwards from a natural or a sharp. Quarter and eighth
tones are intended to be achieved via fingerings rather than adjustments in embouchure. The
availability of fingerings for the utilized microtones was confirmed using Carin Levine's The Techniques
of Flute Playing.
Accidentals only carry in cases of direct repetition; cautionary accidentals are often used.
indicates a pitch with a moderate degree of breath content.

indicates pitched air.

represents an instance in which a transition between various levels of breathiness occurs
over the course of a figure; the upper indication means that a smooth transition between
the indicated extremes is intended, whereas the figure's constituent noteheads themselves
give an approximation of where the onset of that note lies within this transition. While
admittedly not ideal, this method of notation was arrived at in order to maintain the
clarity of pitch indications.
indicates a lip/tongue "pizz" (either technique may be used).

indicates a series of individually-articulated repetitions on the given pitch to be executed
as rapidly as possible; the exact number of articulations is not specified. These
articulations are to be executed with the tongue.
As above, except the articulations are produced by the breath/diaphragm rather than the
tongue.

indicates an excessive amount of vibrato.
indicates a transition from no vibrato to an excessive amount of vibrato.

indicates a tongue ram, with the "x" notehead indicating the fingered pitch and the normal
notehead indicating the sounding result.

Duration: approx. 16 seconds.

